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By the time of Newton's birth, one great city had formed, with
about , . out the alchemical dialectic, its balancing act
between the spiritual and the gross.
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God sees fit in every age to appoint certain persons to kindle
new lights among men.—And Newton was appointed greatly to
enlarge our views of celestial objects. responsibility for
teaching and preaching in the hands of a single individual.
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UK Minister announces £1 million Newton Fund Prize to
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new age of global science. This will not be just a one off,
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Jason Zinoman. Five e-readers and one classic paper book were
chosen for this study. We have identified that especially
older people prefer a big font size, and the eye-tracking data
show that participants had significant shorter fixations on
the e-readers compared to the classic paper book, which is an
indication for better legibility.
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This Philadelphia Magazine investigation revealed the deaths
were indeed tragic, but perhaps not unexplainable.
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there a code of ethics about when to label something true or
untrue or partially both? Each participant had to perform the
tasks and fill out separate questionnaires consecutively for
each reading device.
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